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Choose a total of six sessions.

**Artificial Intelligence: Labor Considerations**

Data-driven algorithms are now found in nearly every industry, guiding aspects of business operations that were once under the supervision of human managers. The potential impact on the workplace in this new era of automation is difficult to overstate. From recruiting to retirement, business leaders are turning over employment functions to digital decision-makers, and labor unions are taking notice. Plaintiffs’ attorneys and government regulators are also joining the conversation, pinning ultimate responsibility for the employment “decisions” of a computer program on the employers who use them. In this session, participants will discuss best practices to protect their organizations from litigation trends and labor union initiatives as artificial intelligence continues to be tested as a tool to maximize efficiency.

**The NLRB in the Age of Trump**

When President Trump took office, the conventional wisdom was that the NLRB would go in a markedly different direction from the Obama years — and the Board surely has not disappointed. From joint employers to employer email systems to expedited election rules, Republican appointees to the Board and the new General Counsel have been active in seeking to dismantle the legacy of the Obama Board. In the meantime, opponents of the Trump Board’s initiatives have employed novel interpretations of conflicts rules to slow down the Board’s implementation of its agenda. Now with a Democrat-controlled House taking office in 2019, the Trump Board finds itself facing the specter of hostile congressional oversight. In this session, we will look at where the Board has been over the past year and where we anticipate it will be going in the next two years.

**Wage and Hour: The Changing Landscape**

Wage and hour law continues to dominate employer compliance concerns. This session will answer your most pressing questions and provide a timely update on ongoing wage and hour law developments — both at the Department of Labor and in the courts. The Department of Labor, for example, is poised in 2019 to revisit Fair Labor Standards Act exemptions governing executive, administrative and professional employees. How will this regulatory review (and the judicial interpretation of the current regulations) be impacted by the Supreme Court’s 2018 decision in Encino Motorcars, which held that FLSA exemptions should be accorded a “fair” construction, not a “narrow” construction as historically has been the case? In addition, what can employers expect from the Labor Department’s anticipated clarification of what types of compensation must be included in the “regular rate” of pay for purposes of proper overtime calculation? Lastly, after the Supreme Court’s decision in Epic Systems, how is arbitration impacting wage and hour litigation and the pursuit of collective and class actions? These issues and more, including relevant state and local law developments, will be explored.

**Union Organizing Through Social Justice Campaigns**

Historically, union organizing has been based upon traditional issues of the workplace. Wages, healthcare, pensions, seniority, schedules, vacations, holidays and similar “terms and conditions of employment” have been the catalysts to convince employees to seek representation under the National Labor Relations Act. While these issues are still important, the social justice agenda has become equally if not more enticing. Unions claim that they are the stable force to ensure that job-related contemporary issues are recognized by employers. Indeed, more union organizing activity is founded upon promises to address #MeToo, Black Lives Matter, immigration, income inequality, LGBTQI discrimination, harassment, age discrimination, technological change and similar “non-economic” issues. How a company should be prepared to assess and defend against this new wave of organizing will be the focus of this session.

**Artificial Intelligence: Labor Considerations**

Data-driven algorithms are now found in nearly every industry, guiding aspects of business operations that were once under the supervision of human managers. The potential impact on the workplace in this new era of automation is difficult to overstate. From recruiting to retirement, business leaders are turning over employment functions to digital decision-makers, and labor unions are taking notice. Plaintiffs’ attorneys and government regulators are also joining the conversation, pinning ultimate responsibility for the employment “decisions” of a computer program on the employers who use them. In this session, participants will discuss best practices to protect their organizations from litigation trends and labor union initiatives as artificial intelligence continues to be tested as a tool to maximize efficiency.

**The NLRB in the Age of Trump**

When President Trump took office, the conventional wisdom was that the NLRB would go in a markedly different direction from the Obama years — and the Board surely has not disappointed. From joint employers to employer email systems to expedited election rules, Republican appointees to the Board and the new General Counsel have been active in seeking to dismantle the legacy of the Obama Board. In the meantime, opponents of the Trump Board’s initiatives have employed novel interpretations of conflicts rules to slow down the Board’s implementation of its agenda. Now with a Democrat-controlled House taking office in 2019, the Trump Board finds itself facing the specter of hostile congressional oversight. In this session, we will look at where the Board has been over the past year and where we anticipate it will be going in the next two years.

**Wage and Hour: The Changing Landscape**

Wage and hour law continues to dominate employer compliance concerns. This session will answer your most pressing questions and provide a timely update on ongoing wage and hour law developments — both at the Department of Labor and in the courts. The Department of Labor, for example, is poised in 2019 to revisit Fair Labor Standards Act exemptions governing executive, administrative and professional employees. How will this regulatory review (and the judicial interpretation of the current regulations) be impacted by the Supreme Court’s 2018 decision in Encino Motorcars, which held that FLSA exemptions should be accorded a “fair” construction, not a “narrow” construction as historically has been the case? In addition, what can employers expect from the Labor Department’s anticipated clarification of what types of compensation must be included in the “regular rate” of pay for purposes of proper overtime calculation? Lastly, after the Supreme Court’s decision in Epic Systems, how is arbitration impacting wage and hour litigation and the pursuit of collective and class actions? These issues and more, including relevant state and local law developments, will be explored.

**Union Organizing Through Social Justice Campaigns**

Historically, union organizing has been based upon traditional issues of the workplace. Wages, healthcare, pensions, seniority, schedules, vacations, holidays and similar “terms and conditions of employment” have been the catalysts to convince employees to seek representation under the National Labor Relations Act. While these issues are still important, the social justice agenda has become equally if not more enticing. Unions claim that they are the stable force to ensure that job-related contemporary issues are recognized by employers. Indeed, more union organizing activity is founded upon promises to address #MeToo, Black Lives Matter, immigration, income inequality, LGBTQI discrimination, harassment, age discrimination, technological change and similar “non-economic” issues. How a company should be prepared to assess and defend against this new wave of organizing will be the focus of this session.

**‘Me Too’ Status: Claims, Investigations, Retaliation, Litigation**

This session will focus on the current legal, legislative and social environments and how each has impacted employers’ approaches to sexual harassment allegations. We will be discussing what has changed since the #MeToo movement began, what is on the horizon and what has not changed. Also covered will be the key steps employers can take to prepare for and respond to the especially difficult problems posed by complaints lodged about a company’s most critical performers, with practical risk-reduction steps, effective investigation techniques, and tips on addressing internal and external communications. State and city laws could be discussed, where appropriate, and we will also summarize key cases that have been filed (or decided) since the movement began, including the six EEOC enforcement actions recently filed.

**Gig Workers, Joint Employment and the New Economy**

The modern workforce is changing, but the laws are lagging behind. Gig and shift work is becoming more prevalent, but gig workers lack any system of portable benefits. That is going to change. The expansion of gig work also raises difficult legal questions relating to unionization, joint employment and overtime eligibility. Federal agencies are attempting to adjust the tests for joint employment, but states and courts have gone in a different direction, creating a hodgepodge of legal standards. This session will focus on business trends, legal developments and what lies ahead as the millennial workforce changes the face of labor as we know it.
Tailor your six-session itinerary to what’s most important to you. Having a hard time choosing among the important topics? Consider bringing multiple attendees from your organization.

**Immigration Primer for Employers Under the “America First” Doctrine**
Halfway through its first term, what have we learned about the Trump administration’s business immigration priorities and what might come next under a divided Congress? With the commitment to restricting all forms of immigration, U.S. employers are facing unprecedented resistance and threats to their businesses and employees. This session will take stock of the present situation and look at what new challenges can be expected in business immigration in 2019 and beyond.

**Executive Employment Contracts: Devil in the Details**
Hiring a new C-suite executive typically generates energy and excitement, with both sides anxious to get the relationship underway as quickly as possible. But when it comes to the contract that defines and controls that relationship, the devil is in the details. Both the company and the executive benefit from communicating expectations clearly and avoiding any ambiguity that could jeopardize the relationship or lead to disputes. We will explore the top 10 issues in negotiating executive employment agreements—from key cash and equity compensation terms to restrictive covenants to arbitration clauses—with views and strategies from the company’s and executive’s perspective.

**Trends in Collective Bargaining**
The shifting sands of labor law have permitted employers to take a stronger business approach, become more creative and add greater protections in the collective bargaining process. Issues such as controlling “past practices,” protecting financial exposure through “economic distress” clauses, and basing wage increases on merit or definable objective operational criteria are only a few of the new-age issues to review. Importantly, considerations raised by unions that deal with #MeToo, immigration, harassment, predictable scheduling and other newsworthy matters must be properly handled. The times when CBA negotiations covered only the percentage of annual wage increases, additional PTO days or steps of a grievance process are certainly changing. Employers can favorably embrace opportunities with the proper approach, while recognizing the need to prepare for the current union socially conscious attempts to restrict management. We will address all these matters in this session.

**Purchases and Sales: Labor Relations Essentials**
There are a number of important labor relations issues to consider when negotiating a purchase and sale agreement. Many times terms dealing with the workplace, personnel and labor relations are not addressed until after the financial conditions have been ironed out, to both the seller’s and purchaser’s detriment. This session will focus on important issues such as successorship obligations, WARN Act requirements, payment of accrued benefits, the proper language to include in the Purchase and Sale Agreement, and other labor and employment issues that must be addressed during due diligence.

**Contesting and Negotiating Neutrality Agreements**
For the past several years, unions have sought to organize employees by intentionally avoiding the preferred NLRB elections process. They do this by attempting to convince employers to permit recognition through a voluntary card check protocol. Sometimes this procedure is embedded in existing collective bargaining agreements to bind future operations. Sometimes it is used as a means to avoid union interference with company growth or development plans. And it is also used as a pressure tactic to impede the obtaining of government approvals and permits. The strategic planning when confronted with CCNAs, negotiations of such agreements and the understanding that neutrality obligations do not necessarily lead to compulsory unionization will be the focus of this session.

**Employee Benefits Plans: An Epic Political Standoff Looms**
It is 2019, Congress is divided, and while the White House wants to advance its agenda, its ability to do so is somewhat constrained. But the economy, and workers, won’t wait around while Washington, D.C., gets its act together. In this environment, with full employment and a strong economy, smart decisions still need to be made about the organization’s benefit plans. What should be done about employee health plans? Do pension plans need de-risking? Does the savings plan still have employer securities in it? This session provides insights and tips regarding what forward-looking employers are thinking—and doing.